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Waste to Energy

Response to EPA Ouestions

Hazard assessment (what happens during times of upset?) This should include what happens 

when the flare malfunctions or goes down or when the gasifier goes down or malfunctions. 

What emissions can we expect to see in the event that something like this happens?

Denver Zoo is working with Controls and Halard Analysis consultants to establish and develop operational 

protocols related to the operation of the facility and its equipment. Generally, an upset condition can be defined as 

anyone of the following conditions, but not limited to: temperatures exceed a max set point within any zone of the 

gasifiers, pressure above max set point, detection of CO/H2 inside the building above safety limits, loss of incoming 

air into the system, flare not meeting specification, pressure build-up in gas cleanup system, or syngas flow rates 

not meeting specifications.

It should be noted that the emissions numbers provided in below in Table 1 are based upon a continued release of 

gas at maximum operation. The actual quantities of emissions released will continually decrease in volume and 

quantity as the process is immediately transferred over to a shutdown mode. A typical shutdown mode could take 

up to 8 hours.

Emissions in Table 1 are based on the anticipated worst case scenario synthetic gas composition from testing 

different fuel pellet mixes. VBA code was utilized in conjunction with Ultimate Analysis data collected on material 

samples and the calculation method follows Gibbs Free Energy (free enthalpy). Existing data from literature on the 

production of producer/syngases within temperature, pressure, and residence time are used in these calculations 

as well. This system assumes that the reactor is at steady state (isothermal, isobaric) meaning constant 

temperature and pressure (which will be the case when the reactor reaches the necessary operating characteristics 

for gasification).

Specific details on upset conditions: An upset condition that would cause the release of emissions from the relief 

valve associated with the gasifier would be related to pressure exceeding a max set point. The relief valve will 

eliminate any air backflow into the gasifier as it is spring release and will not allow opposing flow. The relief valve 

piping will go outside the building to the roof, where the relief valve is located. Emissions expected from a pressure 

release event are provided in table below as uncontrolled emissions reference point A.

Reference point B represents the proposed gas clean-up relief valve if pressures build in the unit from clogged 

lines/filtration units. When pressures in this area reach the set point requiring an emergency release, the gas will 

be immediately diverted from the gasifier and cyclone to the flare. Table 1 below shows estimates for the 

production of gases of concern for release to atmosphere from this scenario. These assume that the gas clean-up 

system is not performing any clean-up, therefore, the numbers are developed from only cyclone treatment after 

gasification.

All other upset conditions associated with the gasifier will redirect the gas to the flare. This action will trigger a 

shutdown sequence on the system. The flare is supplemented with natural gas in order to support full combustion
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Waste to Energy

Response to EPA Questions

of the gases being pulled from the either the gasifiers or generators and retain a set energy content of the gas as 

required by flare operation and design.

For the flare system, an upset condition is defined as off specification operation of: the combustion system, force 

draft system or natural gas feed could result in an uncontrolled emission through the flare stack. All other upset 

condition scenarios the system is designed to bypasses and allow for full combustion. In any scenario, shutdown 

will be commenced immediately. Estimated emissions associated with the flare (uncontrolled) are provided in 

Table 1 as Flare.

The last emission point that has a potential to release uncontrolled emissions is at the end of a sampling train. This 

sampling train will be used by Denver Zoo to collect gas data that will be used to further develop the generator and 

gas clean-up technology. A diagram of this sampling train is provided as figure 601c and the estimated emissions 

are provides as reference point C. The sampling method requires an hour long capture of gas data, in which there 

would be a release of uncontrolled emissions.

Denver Zoo will work with Michael Harris at eDPHE to clarify these upset condition emission points and make sure 

that we have specific conditions to address these points in the proposed construction permit.

TABLE 1 Reference Point l’ Units

A B C FI~re
Max estimated 1115Ib/hr 1337 Ib/hr(excess is .4Ib/hr 1115Ib/hr

flow rate moisture)

TSP 1000 25.00 25.00 25.00 mg/Nm3

PMlO unknown unknown unknown unknown mg/Nm3

PM2.5 unknown unknown unknown unknown mg/Nm3
Sox 30 3.0 3.0 3.0 Ib/hr

Nox 3 0.3 0.3 1.2 Ib/hr

voe 30 3 3 3 Ib/hr

CO unknown 187 187 187 Ib/hr

NH3 60 6 6 6 Ib/hr

Hel 30 3.5 3 3.5 Ib/hr

H2S 10 1.3 1 1.3 Ib/hr

Benzene 199 20 20 20 Ib/hr

Tars- other 326 33 33 33 Ib/hr

Presence of pressure release valves and location of all potential emission points.

See Figure 601A for location of pressure release valves associated with the flare, gas cleanup, gasifier and sampling 

train.
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Waste to Energy

Response to EPA Questions

Gas Cleanup Step. We need more information on this step and more information on the gas cleanup before it 

goes to the flare as well as more information on the flare itself.

Prior to the flare, the gas from the gasifier will enter a large particulate removal cyclone (see figure 601A) and then 

a Tar and Particulate knockout (see SAS figure). . These two clean-up locations will remove most condensable tars 

and large particulates up to approximately (20-30 um) before the gas is fully combusted in the flare.

The combustion in the flare will destroy the rest at 99% construction efficiency. 

Additional information requested on the flare is provided in the figure from SAS, titled Denver Zoo Enclosed Flare. 

Please notify the zoo if additional information is needed.

Gasification/Pyrolysis Data. Information on the consistency of the gas. Is it more or less a homogeneous mixture 

over a period of time?

Denver Zoo will need to conduct additional sampling. The zoo has data multiple sets of laboratory data, however, 

most of which was established for prototype operation with different pellet sizes and mixtures for assistance with 

understanding variations in silicia content and for average fuel mixtures (not extreme seasonal variance).

We want to confirm with EPA that the samples we send off for need to compare seasonality of approximated fuel 

characteristics at two standard deviations from the mean. Denver Zoo uses wood and off-spec animal feed to 

retain consistency, but we may need to run samples for consideration without off-spec animal feed as defined in 

our relationship with the producer. The producer may not approve the sharing of data collected that includes the 

off-spec animal feed and those conversations have been underway since the meeting with the EPA on December 

4th. Denver Zoo is still awaiting approval. This would mean replacing the off-spec animal feed with a consistent 

wood waste (which we currently considering the use of pine wood waste in this test). Previous discussions with the 

agency performing these tests with the off-spec animal feed would help us determine homogeneity for the gas, 

giving us greater flexibility on the fuel pellet constituents over time or should move forward with the defined MSW 

under 30%.

Denver Zoo will move forward with a determination of gas sample homogeneity through the following means and 

at the following estimates (considering developing 4 samples - 2 would include seasonal variance with off-spec 

animal feed):

Mix/blend/dry/pelletize material samples for testing: $l/OOO/sample

Combustion Resources (Utah): Inconel vessel sampling in a furnace @ zoo gasifier designed operating temperature 

of 800 C. Internal material temperature will be monitored and sampled when temperature is reached by collecting
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Waste to Energy

Response to EPA Ouestions

gas samples through 3 impingers to remove tars, particulates, moisture. Each sample will be collected in 5 layer gas 

tedlar bags. $l,900/sample

Empact Analytical: Flue Gas Analysis: $275.00/sample (estimate from 2012 samples): Includes: Methane through 

Hexanes+, Helium, Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide, Nitrogen, and Oxygen/Argon. Olefins are ID by 

Carbon number. Calculate heating value (BTU), Density, GPM (Ce-C6+), Z factor GPA 2261 (ASTM D1945).

Hazen Research: Proximate Analysis (moisture, volatile matter, fixed carbon, ash, Btu, Sulfur): $105 

Ultimate (moisture, ash, sulfur, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen (by difference): $120 

Elemental Ash: (oxidizing and reducing atmosphere): $110

Shipping and Handling: Gas samples: $50 (ship as explosive gas), Material Samples (5 Ib each): $30

Approximate Cost: $3,500/sample

Anticipated Timeline:

. Densified fuel samples will be submitted to on January 17. 

. We anticipate a month to get the results. 

. Submit data to US EPA on by February 18.

While the samples are being processed, we would like to continue working with US EPA and CDPHE on finalizing 

direction for the permit and whether or not Denver Zoo needs to ultimately submit a request for determination.
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Denver Zoo Piping & Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) 
August 15, 2013
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CODE MEANING

FE Flow Sensing Element

HVE Heating Value Element

FCV Flow Control ’hive

MX Mixer

KO Uquid& Tar Knockout

FA Flame Arrestor

F Flare

B Blower

FS Flame Sensor

Beginning Ending

# # Related systems/equipment

100 199 Feeds (Inputs to Flare)

200 299 Outputs (Output from Flare)

CUENT/JOB it: DZ 01 CUSTOMER: DENVER ZOO 

SAS PROJECT #: 130HJ8 JOB SITE: DENVER, COLORADO
PROTECTED INFORMATION

line Designations
S A S 

!~~T~:~l~~AlYSES & SOLUTI NS, INC. 
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SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD 

TUlSA, OKlAHOMA 74145 

TEL: (918) 740-1791

Major Pipeline
TITLE: DENVER ZOO 

ENCLOSED FLARE
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COPY OR FURNISH INFORMATION 

INJURIOUS TO THIS COMPANY.

Minor Pipeline

Instrument Signal
ORAWN BY: ZACH SMITH 
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